
Reception Home Learning Suggested Maths Activities – week beginning 8th June 2020 

 

What you are learning to 
do 

Suggested activities you can do 

Find one less than/ one more than a 
given number up to 20 

• First, we will make a number line to 20, take a look at the 
picture to help you. 

• We are going to use our number line to help us find one 
less than or one more than a given number. Hold up 5 
fingers. What is one more than 5? Put on another finger to 
show you the answer is 6. Look at the number line, do you 
see that 6 comes after 5 on the number line? So, we know 
to find one more than we just jump forward one number. 

• Hold up 5 fingers again. What is one less than 5? Put one 
finger down to show you the answer is 4. Look at the 
number line again, can you see that 4 come before 5? So, 
we know to find one less than we just jump backwards one 
number. 

• Try this with different numbers, you can use objects rather 
than your fingers to help you. If you want to find out one 
more than 11, get 11 objects (toys, socks anything you 
have!) now add one more onto 11, count how many you 
have now. You have 12 now, look at the number line, you 
can see that 12 comes straight after 11. Repeat this with 
more numbers and include one less than as well. 

• Once you are more confident you can just use the number line. Have an adult challenge you, they tell you a number 
and you have to point to find one less than and one more than this number using your number line. 

Adding up to 10 • Put 3 objects into a box, count them out as you place them in. Now show on your fingers how many objects you put 
in your box. Add 2 more objects into your box, show this on your fingers on your other hand. So, on one hand you 
should have 3 fingers up and on the other hand you should have 2 fingers up. Count how many fingers you have up 
all together, your answer is 5. Count all the objects in your box to double check your answer, there are 5 objects in 
your box.  

• Now we can write a number sentence for this 3 + 2 = 5. You can repeat this activity with different numbers up to 10. 
If you are feeling very confident you could always try and go past ten and do addition with numbers bigger than 10.  



• For more practical activities look at the pictures and see if you could recreate them to help with your addition!  

 

These activities are not compulsory, please do not feel that you have to do all or even any of them. 

 


